
PLAYING THE BLAME GAME OVER THE FIRST WORLD WAR

The Outbreak of the First World War: Structure, Politics, and Decision-Making major actors played a role: "Viewed in this
light, the outbreak of war was a was also equivocal about apportioning the "blame" for the war in her.

Very rarely is one person to blame for things that go wrong at work. If it happens, there will be plenty of
blame to go around, but no one to take responsibility. Shutterstock Recent research carried out by Karen
Glaser and Debbie Price , president of the British Society of Gerontology, and others, points, for example, to a
very deep and persistent gender division in retirement. By its nature, business is a highly collaborative
activity, and there are almost always multiple contributing factors. But, of course, reforms must be done. It
just feels so good to settle the mystery of who was at fault and to dispense justice accordingly. In Mr. Those
banks took losses in when Greek debt to private bondholders was restructured. Another significant downside
to the ubiquitous blame culture is that it tends to breed an atmosphere of fear. This is particularly marked in
the northern Hemisphere and is accompanied by other profound social, economic and cultural changes â€”
rising economic prosperity and inequality and insecurity, declining political support for state organised
welfare, shifts in the make-up of family, decreased deference to hierarchy. Eurozone governments are
preparing the ground to blame the novice government of Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras for having blustered,
obstructed, failed to meet commitments and evaded hard choices while Athens burned. The gender pay gap
means that median income-earning women have considerably worse pensions than men, and if they take any
kind of career break to look after children or others , will be even worse off in retirement. If it considers
support for Greek banks is no longer tenable, it will seek a political decision by European Union governments.
For Mr. It is right to hold employees accountable for doing their jobs competently. However, before anyone
points the finger of blame in such circumstances, the interests of the company would be best served by doing
at least a cursory evaluation of factors that might have contributed to the lack of sales. These complications,
however, are conveniently effaced in the selfish boomer narrative. Given how invested most of us are in the
blame culture, making this paradigm shift is not easy. Berlin responded that it had already compensated
victims and that a agreement with the four victorious World War II powers on German unification had put an
end to war claims. We all do the same, day in and day out, at work and at home. Chancellor Angela Merkel
has been careful to express good will and tried to build a relationship of trust with Mr. Even if Greece stayed
in the eurozone, a default on debt owed to other European governments or the E. Generational roles and
expectations can no longer be taken for granted and we are no longer certain about where we stand in the
emerging order. Greater employee candor and creativity. This can only happen in your organization if you as a
leader show others the way. Insiders say the E. What this generation blame game misses, however, are the
ways in which these dubious generational categories mask the profound differences between the people swept
into them. Anytime something goes wrong, the hunt begins for someone to take the blame. Unlike Mr.


